
Please Note:

1. This unit is not designed to stop or fix a leaking faucet . If any part of your plumbing fixtures such as the faucet , water supply valves or 
water supply lines are worn, this is a good time to replace them.

2. No plumbing systems or a sink cabinet are the same or standard . Some improvising may be necessary.
3. Do not use any power tools to tighten any screws.
4. For an easy and trouble free installation, follow each step in sequence.
5. AutoTap pedals are made to be user friendly. Do not use excessive force to operate.

Pedal Valve Installation Instructions

KICK BOARD

Step 1  Use a 3/4 of an inch hole saw to drill a hole on 
either corner of the cabinet floor.

Step 2  In the toe kick area of your cabinet choose a con-
venient location where you would like the pedal valve to be 
installed.

Step 3  Place the template lower edge directly on floor and 
mark the 3 centers on the template using a sharp object 
like an awl.

Step 4  Use a 1 inch hole saw or a spade drill bit, drill 3 
holes on the kick plate as marked.

Step 5  Using a rough wood file, enlarge the 3 holes to 
achieve the outlined shape in Image A. If your kickboard 
has a molding at its base, the molding must be cut to ac-
commodate the width of the valve plate.

Step 6  Run the green and blue tubes through the drilled 
holes openings. 

Step 7  Push in the green line fully to the straight connector 
located in backside of valve plate.  Also, push in the blue 
line fully to the white elbow connector. 

Step 8  Install the valve manifold and connecting tube as 
shown . When connecting water supply lines to the mani-
fold, Do not over tight or use excessive force. It is notable 
that the valve manifold can function normally in any position 
or even in state of suspension.

Step 9  Connect the blue tube to the OUT port. Connect the 
green tube to the IN port. Also, make sure the color coded 
tubes are connected to the correct elbows as shown. See 
step 10 on the next page.
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Step 10  Note that the blue line connects to the right elbow, 
and the green line to the left elbow as shown.

Step 11  Turn off the sink faucet’s hot and cold handles and 
then open the water supply valves. 

Check the entire system  including the manifold connecting 
tubes and the pedal valve for leaks.

Step 12  Turn on the faucet hot and cold and press the 
pedal several times to bleed out the air from the system.

Step 13  With the bottom of valve plate directly on the floor 
and level , fasten the 4 flat-head screws.
IMPORTANT: Do not use power tools

Step 14  While holding the pedal tightly, attach the pedal to its T arm bracket using 2 screws 
and their washers.  The screws should be tightened only to a point that when the pedal pushed 
upward by a hand , stays upward . Do not overtight.
This is to allow sweeping of the floor under the pedal.

Step 15  Turn on the faucet and test the system by pressing on the pedal.
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